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3:30 p.m.; Golf Tourney 9:00 a.m.; Karaoke Contest, Family Scavenger Hunt, wner.k12. or the Towner/TGU All School Reunion Facebook page.
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Sample Letter/Email to Coaches. Research each school and coach/recruiting coordinator. Find out specific information about the athletic program you're
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Sample Letter to Principal. Dear Principal NAME,. I'm writing to invite Ideally you'll find a faculty member interested in organizing and coaching a team, who.
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Designate 2-3 classmates to concentrate on the class gift. Set a dollar and/or promotion of the reunion. helping mail Class Gift request notes/letters.
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eth anniversary of our high school graduation and like a spring time VHS Class of 60 - 50th Reunion . wonderful daughters who were both born while we.
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Class of 1963 NEWSLETTER. In This Issue 50th Class Reunion - August 23-24, 2013 . providing a biography and photo if you cannot actually attend..
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Sample Reunion Planning Timeline. Please use this template to assist you in keeping track of your reunion details. Note that depending on the plan for your
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SAMPLE LETTER TO THE PRINCIPAL Name of Your Child's School. My child has been bullied at school and I am requesting an investigation and a prompt.
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enrolled, we must receive proof that he/she has received immunization against a us to enroll an elementary or secondary school student without proof that the.
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The following is a sample of a letter your school or district can send to parents to also must transition to a new test that will measure how every student is. will now be measured against these higher expectations on the year-end test.
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Before the school year begins, send a brief letter to the school nurse at your child's school. Use this sample letter as a guide when writing the letter. for ADHD medication, it is recommended that you sit down with him or her and discuss.
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Sample Thank You Letter / Email. Please send a thank you note either before or after the event. There are two versions: one for sending before the event and the
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Welcome to the First Edition of the 50th Anniversary Newsletter of Verona High School's Class of 1962. Although the golden anniversary of our graduation offers a simmering pot with ideas for additional stories. This story can fit 150-200 words.
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As your school psychologist, I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself. I'm a teacher who can identify with such as counseling, testing, consultation, etc. In general, your willingness to provide consultation with teachers and parents...
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Dec 1, 2010 - I have enclosed a resume highlighting my education and work experience. I have attached a resume and legal writing sample, and I would be happy to shelter and enter the community, exploring their concerns and...
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Sample Welcome Letter to Parents For Back-To-School On behalf of the staff at XXXXXX School, I am happy to welcome you to the 2013-14 school year.
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I was thrilled to hear that [Member/Applicant's Name] made application to As Students Pastor here at [Church Name], I want to highly recommend that you...
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Sample Letter of Financial Support. Last Updated on March 13, 2008. SAMPLE LETTER OF SUPPORT. Date:
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123 Main Street. Hempstead, New York 11549. April 25, 2007. Mary Smith, Director of Personnel. XYZ Public Schools. 10 Main Street. Any Town, New York